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In this paper we consider the afline domain R = K[ y,. . . . J,] (where K is a held) 
having krull dimension n > 0 and subrings of R of the form S = D + I (where D is a 
subring of K and I is a nonzero proper ideal of R). In Section 1 we characterize 
when S is Noetherian. In Section 2 we determine when S is a Zero-divisor ring and 
when S is a Laskerian ring. We prove in Section 3 that S is a strong S-ring if and 
only if D is a strong S-ring and K is algebraic over D. We determine in Section 4 
when S is an IV-ring. I‘ 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Several authors have considered subrings of the form D, = D + M of 
valuation domains of the form V= K + M (where K is a field and M is the 
unique maximal ideal of V and D is a subring of K) and they have studied 
numerous properties of such subrings [I, 5, 1 I]. Further, in [3], J. W. 
Brewer and E. A. Rutter investigated certain properties of the subrings of 
the form R = D + M of arbitrary domains of the form T = K+ A4 (where K 
is a field and A4 is a maximal ideal of T and D is a subring of K). They 
charaterized when such subrings are Noetherian or finite-conductor 
domains or coherent domains and so on. D. Costa, J. L. Mott, and 
M. Zafrullah have studied the properties of subrings T”’ = D + XD, [X] of 
Ds[X] (where D is an integral domain, D, is the ring of quotients of D 
with respect o a multiplicatively closed subset S of D, and X is an indeter- 
minate over D [4]). 
Here we consider the afline domain R = K[ y,, . . . . y,] (where K is a field) 
having krull dimension n >O and subrings of R of the form S= D + I 
* I gratefully acknowledge the tinancial support I received from the Department of Atomic 
Energy while this work was being done. This material is contained in my Ph. D. thesis which 
was submitted to the Madurai Kamaraj University and was written under the guidance of 
Dr. R. Raghavendran. 
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(where D is a subring of K and I is a nonzero, proper ideal of R). Unless 
otherwise specified, the symbols R, K, n, D, S, I have the above meanings 
throughout the paper. 
In Section 1 we characterize when S is Noetherian. In Section 2 we first 
determine when S is a Zero-divisor ring. Then we answer when S is 
Laskerian. 
We prove in Section 3 that S is a strong S-ring if and only if D is a 
strong S-ring and K is algebraic over D (see Proposition 3.1) and thereby 
we improve a Theorem of S. Malik and J. L. Mott [ 11, Theorem 5.21. 
We determine in Section 4 when S is an N-ring. 
All rings considered here are assumed to be commutative and with iden- 
tity. If A G B are rings we assume that A and B have the same identity 
element. By dimension of a ring we always mean the krull dimension. 
Modules are assumed to be unitary. We use the abbreviation tg. for finitely 
generated. Whenever a set A is a subset of a set B and A #B we denote this 
symbolically as A c B. 
1. WHEN IS S NOETHERIAN? 
We start with the question of when S would be Noetherian. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The follow!ing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) S is Noetherian. 
(2) D is a field, K is a finite extension of D, and I is of height n in R. 
Proof ( 1) =j (2) Assume ( 1). Hence I is a f.g. ideal of S and so I/I* is a 
f.g. S:‘I module. Notice that S/I 2 D and as R is a Noetherian domain, I/I* 
is nonzero. Also observe that the D-module Z/Z2 is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of copies of the D-module K. Thus K is a f.g. D-module and hence D is 
a field. 
We next show that I is of height n in R. As I is a nonzero ideal of both R 
and S, R is an almost integral extension of S and since S is Noetherian, R 
is an integral extension of S. Let P E Spec( R) be such that P 2 I. Since D is 
a field, I is a maximal ideal of S and so P n S = I. Now R is integral over S 
and P lies over a maximal ideal of S. Hence P is a maximal ideal of R. So 
height P=n in R [12, (14.H), Corollary 31. Hence it follows that height 
I=n in R. 
(2)= (1) As the dimension of R=n, and height I=n in R, we can 
find a finite number of maximal ideals M,, . . . . M, of R and a positive 
integer m such that I? (n:= , Mi)“‘. Fix a j, 1 <j< t. For each i, RIM, is 
algebraic over K and so there exists a manic polynomial Fi(Z) E K[Z] such 
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that Fi( yj) E M;. If F(Z) = (F,(Z) x ... xF,(Z))~ then F(Z)eK[Z] is a 
manic polynomial and F( y,) E (n;= 1 M,)” G I. Thus yi is integral over 
K+ I. This is true for all j, 1 < j < t. Hence R is a finite integral extension 
of K + I. Since K is a f.g. D-module, K + Z is a f.g. S-module, so that R is a 
finite integral extension of S and therefore by Eakin’s theorem [6, 
Theorem 21, S is Noetherian. 
2. ZERO-DIVISOR RINGS AND 
LASKERIAN RINGS OF THE FORM S= D+Z 
In this section we first prove the following Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) S is a Zero-divisor ring. 
(2) The quotient field of D is a Zero-divisor D-module. 
(3 ) The union of any family of prime ideals of D is the union of a finite 
number of prime ideals of D (not necessarily belonging to the same family), 
Before proving Theorem 2.1 we shall recall some definitions and some 
known results. 
Let T be a ring and A4 be a T-module. By a proper submodule N of M 
we mean a submodule N of M, N # M. M is said to be a Zero-divisor 
module (Z.D. module) if for every proper submodule N of M, the set of 
zero divisors of M/N (i.e., {t E T: tm E N for some m E M\N}) denoted by 
Z,(M/N) is the union of a finite number of prime ideals of T. T is said to 
be a Zero-divisor ring (Z.D. ring) if T is a Z.D. T-module [7]. 
If A4 is a Z.D. T-module and N is any submodule of A4 then N is also a 
Z.D. T-module [7, Proposition 43. Further, if M is a Z.D. T-module and if 
S is a multiplicatively closed subset of T then S-‘M is a Z.D. S-IT- 
module [7, Proposition 3 (2)]. 
The following results are preparatory for proving Theorem 2.1. 
Let T be a domain and A4 be a T-module. Let T* be the direct sum 
T@ M (as T-modules). T* can be made into a ring by using Nagata’s 
Principle of Idealization [ 13, p. 23. We shall need the following 
proposition, the proof of which is straightforward and elementary. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T be a domain and M be a divisible T-module. Let 
T* = T@ M be the ring obtained by using Nagata ‘s Principle of Idealization. 
The following hold: 
(i) Zf Z is an ideal of T * then either Z= A @ A4 where A is an ideal of 
T or Z = 0 @ N where N is a T-submodule of M. 
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(ii) The prime ideals of T* are of the form P Q M where P is a prime 
ideal of T. 
(iii) If Q is any primary ideal of T* then either Q = q 0 M where q is 
a primary ideal of T or Q = 0 @ N where N is a proper T-submodule of M 
such that M/N is a torsion-free T-module, 
We also need the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T be a domain and M be a divisible T-module. Then 
T* = T@ M (Principle of Idealization) is a Z.D. ring if and only if T is a 
Z.D. ring and M is a Z.D. T-module. 
Proof. Assume that T* is a Z.D. ring. Let A be any proper ideal 
of T. By Proposition 2.1, Z,.( T*I(A GM)) = uf= ,(Pi@ M) for some 
P;E Spec(T) (for i= 1, . . . . h). It is then easy to prove that Z,(T/A)= 
u:=, Pi. Hence T is a Z.D. ring. 
Next we show that M is a Z.D. T-module. Let N be any proper T-sub- 
module of M. Once again, 
= $ (QiOM) 
for some Q, , . . . . Q, E Spec( T), so that Z,(M/N)= u;=, Qi. Hence M is a 
Z.D. T-module. 
Conversely, assume that T is a Z.D. ring and M is a Z.D. T-module. Let 
B be any proper ideal of T*. By Proposition 2.1, either B= A@ M for 
some proper ideal A of T or B = 0 @ N for some proper submodule N of M. 
Case (i). B = A@ M. Since T is a Z.D. ring, Z,( T/A) = Uy!, Pi 
for some P,, . . . . P,, E Spec( T). It follows that Z,.(T*/( A @M)) = 
u:z ,(PiQ M). 
Case (ii). B = 0 0 N. Then Z,(M/N) = U;=, Qi for some Q,, . . . . Q, E 
Spec( T). It is easy to verify that Z,.( T*/(OO N)) = U;=, Qi@ M. 
Hence it follows that T* is a Z.D. ring. 
The next lemma is elementary but we include a proof of it for the sake of 
completeness. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a Z.D. ring. Then for any proper ideal B of A, A/B 
is a Z.D. ring. 
Proof Consider any proper ideal G’= G/B of A’= A/B. Let 
T= Z,.(A’/G’). Since A’\T is a saturated m.c. subset of A’, T= 
U,.,,(P,/B) [2, Exercise l(a), p. 1231 (where P,‘s are prime ideals of A). 
Also let Z,(A/G)= Uy=, Qj for some Q,, . . . . Q,,,E Spec(A). It is easy to 
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show that Uls,, P,G UyCl Qi. Hence for any a~n, P,sQi for some 
iE (1, . . . . m}. After a suitable rearrangement of QI, . . . . Qm if necessary let 
Qr , . . . . Qh (1 <h d m) be such that P, E Qi for at least one SI E /i, for each 
i= 1, . . . . h and Ult,, P,G Uf=, Qi. Hence it follows that TE U:=,(QJB). 
Further it is easy to verify that U”=,(QJB)s T and so T= Uf=,(QJB). 
Thus T= Z,(,4’/G’) = Uf= ,(QJB). This proves that A/B is a Z.D. ring. 
Our next lemma needs the following definition. Let T be a ring and A be 
a proper ideal of T. A prime ideal P of T is said to be a weak-Bourbaki 
prime of A (B,,.-prime of A ) if P is minimal over .4 : + for some t E T [S, 
p. 1411. With this definition the following Lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let T be a ring. Then for any proper ideal A of T, 
Z,( T/A ) = union of all the weak-Bourbaki primes of A. 
We also make use of the following lemma of N. Radu in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4 (N. Radu [ 14, Lemma 61). Let A c B be rings. Assume that 
A and B have a common ideal M. Let D(M) = {P E Spec(A) : P II M] and 
D’(M) = (Q E Spec( B) : Q & M}. Then rhe map Q + Q n A is a bijection of 
D’(M) with D(M). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. ( 1) = (2) Assume ( 1). By Lemma 2.2, S/I2 is a 
Z.D. ring. As [/I’ is a nonzero K-vector space, [/I’ is a divisible D-module. 
Note that S/I2 2 D @ M obtained by the Principle of Idealization applied 
to the D-module M = Z,i12. From Lemma 2.1, it follows that Z/Z2 is a Z.D. 
D-module. [/I2 is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of K as K-modules 
and hence as D-modules. Therefore K and hence the quotient field of D is a 
Z.D. D-module. 
(2) = (3) Consider any family {P, } ‘1 E n of prime ideals of D. We may 
assume that Ulen P, # (0). Let T= D\U,,,, P,. Note that T is a m.c. sub- 
set of D. It is easy to show that the union of all the maximal idels of T-ID 
equals Uls,, T-‘P,. Let F denote the quotient field of D. Consider the 
T-‘D-module F;‘T-‘D. It can be easily verified that Z,-I,(F/T-ID)= 
union of all the maximal ideals of T- ‘D = Ule,, T-‘P,. Further, since F is 
a Z.D. T-ID module, Z,~I,(F,/T~‘D) = U:=, T-‘Q, for some 
T- ‘Q,, . . . . T-‘Q,ESpec(T--ID). Hence Ulc,, T~‘P,=U~=, TplQj and 
from this it follows that IJXE,, P, = Uh=, Qi. This proves (2) = (3). 
(3) = ( 1) Let A be any proper ideal of S. By Lemma 2.3, 
Z,(,S/A) = union of all the B,.-primes of A. Let C, = { PE Spec(S): P is a 
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B,,-prime of A, P 2 I) and Cz = (Q E Spec(S): Q is a B,.-prime of A, 
Q ~2 I}. We have 
Z, ; = U Pu u Q. 
0 
(i) 
PtC, Q E C: 
If PE Spec(S) and P 2 Z then P = (P n D) + I. Hence either C, is a empty 
set or UPEC., P=U..C,(PnD+Z)=(U..,, PnD)+Z. When C, is 
nonempty by hypothesis on D, iJPsC,PnD=Uf=,Hi for some 
H,. . . . . H, E Spec( D). So either C, is empty or 
u P= lj (Hi+Z). (ii) 
PE c-, i= I 
We shall next show that Cz is a finite set. Let Q E Cz. Then Q is minimal 
over A: ,r for some s E S. Since Q $ I. by Lemma 2.4, Q = Nn S for a 
unique prime ideal N of R. N ~5 I. We claim that N is a B,,.-prime of AR. In 
fact we show that N is minimal over AR: ,+ Choose s E Z\N. Let ?: E R 
be such that JSE AR. Then .Y(.sJ) E x(AR) = A(xR) G AZ E A and so 
.YJ+EA: ,sGQGN. Since -u#N, YEN. Thus NzAR:,+ If HESpec(R) is 
such that N?HGJ.~R:.s then NnS?HnS?(AR:,s)nS=,A:,s. Since 
Q = N n S is minimal over A : ,s, it follows that N n S = H n S. This implies 
by Lemma 2.4 that N = H. We have proved that N is minimal over AR: ,g 
and so N is a B,,.-prime of AR. Thus every element Q E C, is the contraction 
of a B,,-prime of AR. Since R is Noetherian, it follows that Cz is a finite set. 
So either C, is a empty set or 
,,I 
QVc,Q= u Q, for some Q, , . . . . Q,, E Spec(S) (iii) 
E . ,=I 
From (i), (ii), and (iii) we obtain Z,(SIA) = iJf= ,(Hi+ I) or Z,(SjA) = 
iJy=, Qior Z,(S:A)=U:=,(H,+Z)uU~=, Qi. This shows that Sis a Z.D. 
ring. 
Remark 2.1. Note that for any integral domain D, conditions (2) and 
(3) of Theorem 2.1 are equivalent. It is clear that (3) * (2) while the proof 
of (2) * (3) goes through as written. 
On doing certain modifications in the proof of Theorem 2.1 one can 
obtain a proof for the following result: 
Let R be a Z.D. ring containing a field K and Z be an ideal of R such that 
I# I’. Let D be a subring of K and S = D + I. Then Theorem 2.1 holds 
for S. 
The proofs of (1) * (2) and (2) = (3) go through as written while the 
proof of (3) => (1) needs to be modified. We now proceed to prove 
(3) * ( 1). Let A be any proper ideal of S. 
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Case(i). I G Z,(S/A). Let .YEI\Z,(S~A). Note that T-IS= T-‘R 
where T is the m.c. set { 1. X, x2, . ..}. Since R is a Z.D. ring, Tp’R is a Z.D. 
ring. Using the fact that x$Z,(S/A) it is easy to verify that Z,(S/A)= 
4-‘(Zr-,,( Tp’S/T-‘A)) where +4: S+ T-‘S is the usual homomorphism. 
Since Z,-I,( T-‘S/T-- ‘A) is the union of a finite number of prime ideals of 
T-IS, it follows that Z,(S/,4) is the union of a finite number of prime 
ideals of S. 
Case (ii). Zc Z&S/A). 
Now 
0) 
where C,, Cz are defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. It follows as 
explained there that either C, is empty or 
pg., P= (J (ff;+O 
i=l 
(ii) 
for some H,, . . . . H, E Spec(D). As before, it follows that either C, is empty 
or each Q E C2 is the contraction of a B,,.-prime of AR. Note that C, and Cz 
cannot be empty simultaneously. When C, is empty (i) and (ii) will imply 
Z,( S/A) = IJi= ,( Hi + I). So we suppose that Cz is nonempty. Hence 
UQEC2 Q E Z,(R/AR) n S. Since R is a Z.D. ring there exists a finite 
number of prime ideals W,, . . . . W,, of R such that Z,(R/AR) = lJf=, W,. 
Hence 
h 
u es tJ (wins). 
Q E Cl I= I 
(iii) 
We next show that U:= I ( Win S) c Z,(S/A). Let y E U:_, ( W, n S). Then 
YE W, n S for some iE { 1, . . . . h}. If YE I then Zc Z,(S/A). We obtain 
y E Z,(S/A ). So we suppose that y # I. Since I is a maximal ideal of 
B=K+I&Rand ~EB\I, thereexist bEBand oEIsuch that yb+o=l. 
As W;sZ,(R/AR) there exists UE RjAR such that yu~ AR. From 
yb + u = 1 we obtain ybu + vu = u. Since ybu E AR and u 4 AR it follows 
that vu +! A. Thus y(vu) = (yu)t; E AR(v) E (AR)Is A and vu E S\A. Hence 
J E Z,( S/A). This proves that 
(j (wins)sz, ; i= I 0 
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From (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) we obtain either 
zs ; 0 = (J (WinS) or ;= L 
Z, s = (J (H,+Z)U i, (Wins). 
0 i=l i=, 
Thus S is a Z.D. ring. 
We next turn to the consideration of when S = D + I (in the usual 
notation) is Laskerian. Let us briefly recall the following: 
A ring T is said to be Laskerian if every ideal of T is a finite intersection 
of primary ideals of T. T is said to be strongly Laskerian if T is Laskerian 
and, further, every primary ideal of T contains a power of its radical. 
Let A c B be rings and M be an ideal of both A and B. N. Radu has 
studied conditions under which “A is Laskerian” implies “B is Laskerian” 
and vice versa [ 141. We make use of the following theorem of Radu in the 
proof of our next proposition. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.2 (Radu [ 14, Theorem 8 and Corollary 93). Let A s B 
he rings with a common ideal M. Assume that B is Laskerian (resp. strongly 
Laskerian). Then A is Laskerian (resp. strongly Laskerian) if A/M is a 
Laskerian (resp. a strongly Laskerian) ring of dimension zero. 
From the above proposition it follows that S= D + I is Laskerian if D is 
a subfield of K. We prove in Proposition 2.3 that S is Laskerian implies 
that D is a subfield of K. First we prove the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let T be a domain and M be a nonzero, dioisible, and 
torsion-free module over T. Then T* = T@ M (Principle of Idealization) is a 
Laskerian ring if and only tf T is a field. 
Proof Let T* be Laskerian. Let m E M, m # 0, and N= Tm. If 
M = N = Tm, then M c T and this implies that T is a field. So we suppose 
that N # M. 
We assert that (O@ N) is a (00 M)-primary ideal of T*. Let 0 0 N = 
n:= I Qi be an irredundant primary decomposition of (0 @ N) in T* with Qi 
as Pi-primary for i = 1, . . . . h. By Proposition 2.1, (0 0 M) is a prime ideal 
minimal over (0 @ N) and so (0 @ M) = Pi for some i, say 0 0 M = P,. Also 
if Q is any primary ideal of T* with & # 0 @ M, then Q 10 @ M and 
hence Q contains every (0 0 M)-primary ideal. Thus h = 1 and (00 N) is a 
(0 @ M)-primary ideal of T* and so M/N is a torsion-free T-module. 
Let t E T, t # 0. We shall prove t is a unit in T. Since M is a divisible 
T-module there exists m, 6 M such that m = tm, and M/N is torsion-free, 
111, E N. So m = tm, = tt, m for some t, E T. M is a torsion-free T-module 
(by hypothesis) and m # 0, 1 - tt, = 0; i.e., t is a unit in T. 
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Conversely when T is a field, T * becomes a quasilocal ring with 
nilpotent maximal ideal (0 @ M). So T* is in fact a strongly Laskerian ring. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The following conditions are equicalent: 
( 1) S is a Laskerian ring. 
(2) D is afield. 
(3) S is a strongly Laskerian ring. 
Proof: (2) * (3) follows from Proposition 2.2. 
(3)*(l) is obvious. 
We prove ( 1) = (2). 
Let S be Laskerian. Since a homomorphic image of a Laskerian ring is 
Laskerian, S/I’ is Laskerian. As [!I’ is a nonzero K-vector space, it is a 
torsion-free and divisible D-module and S/Z* 2 00 A4 obtained by 
the Principle of Idealization applied to the D-module IV= I/I’. From 
Lemma 2.5, it follows that D is a field. 
Remark 2.2. We remark that the proof of Proposition 2.3 does not 
really rely on the fact that R is an afline domain. It is sufficient to assume 
that R is a strongly Laskerian ring containing a field K and I is an ideal of 
R such that I# I*. Then for any subring D of K, Proposition 2.3 holds for 
S= D + Z. The proof goes through as written. 
3. WHEN Is S A STRONG S-RING? 
In this section we determine when S is a strong S-ring. 
An integral domain T is said to be an S-domain if for each prime ideal P 
of height one in T, the extension P[X] of P to the polynomial ring in one 
variable over T is also of height one [ 10, p. 261. 
A ring T is said to be a strong S-ring if the residue class ring T/P is an 
S-domain for each prime ideal P of T [lo, p. 261. It is easy to see that the 
above condition is equivalent to the requirement hat if P, c P, are prime 
ideals of T such that height (P2/P,) = 1 in T/P, then height 
(PIIX]/P, [Xl) = 1 in T[X]/P,[X] where X is an indeterminate over T. 
It is known that a homomorphic image of a strong S-ring is also a 
strong S-ring and every Noetherian ring is a strong S-ring. 
Let T be an integral domain with quotient field L and X be an indeter- 
minate over T. S. Malik and J. L. Mott have proved [I 1, Theorem 5.21 
that T+ XL[X] is a strong S-ring if and only if T is a strong S-ring. The 
following proposition improves and generalizes this result. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. S is a strong S-ring if and only if D is a strong S-ring 
and K is algebraic oner D. 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 needs the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A G B be rings with a common ideal M. Then we bane 
the following: 
(i) IfP,c ... c P, is a chain of prime ideals in A with P, & M then 
there exists a unique chain of prime ideals Q, c ‘. . c Ql in B such that 
Qin A= P, (for i= 1, . . . . t). 
(ii) If P, c ... c P, is a chain of prime ideals in A tcith P, 2 M and 
height (P., + l; ‘P.) = 1 in A/P, (for j = 1, . . . . (t - 1)) then there exists a unique , 
chain of prime ideals Q, c ... c Q, in B such that Qin A = P, (for 
i= 1, . . . . t) and height (Q,+,/Q.i)= 1 in B/Q, (.for j= 1, . . . . (t- 1)). 
The proof is quite straightforward and is omitted. 
We will use the following fact in the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Fact 1. Let T be a domain containing a field K and transcendence 
degree of T over K = m < x. Then dim T < m. 
Proof Let. if possible, dim T>, m + 1. Then there exists a chain of 
prime ideals of T, say (O)=P,cP,cP,c . ..cP.,+,. Choose 
S,E P,\P,-, (for j= 1, . . . . m + 1). Let B= K [.u,, xz, . . . . .xm+ ,I. 
Since B is an aftine domain over K, by [ 12, 14G, Corollary 1 ] dim B = 
tr deg, B < tr deg, T= M. But by the choice of .Y, (j= 1, . . . . m + l), we 
obtain a strictly increasing chain of prime ideals of length (m + 1) in B, 
(O)cP,nBcP>nBc . ..cP.,+, n B which forces dim B z m + 1. Hence 
dim T d m. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P c I be adjacent prime ideals of Kt I (i.e., height 
(I/P) = 1 in (K + I)/P). Let X be an indeterminate ocer K + I. Then the prime 
ideals P[X] c Z[X] are adjacent in (K+ I)[X]. 
Proof. We have to discuss two cases. 
Case(i). n= 1. In this case P= (0). By Fact 1, dimension of 
(K+I)[X]<(transcendence degree of (K+Z)[X] over K)=2 and as 
Z[X] is a prime ideal of (K+ Z)[X] but not a maximal ideal of 
(K+Z)[X], it follows that height (Z[X])= 1 in (K+Z)[X]. 
Case (ii). n 2 2. As P 2 Z, by Lemma 2.4. there exists a Q E Spec(R) 
such that Q n (K + I) = P. 
Note that (Q + I) c M for some maximal ideal M of R. For if Q + I= R 
then $“+a= 1 for some %‘-EQ and aEl. Hence 7-= 1-aEQn(K+I)= 
PC I and so 1 E I. a contradiction. 
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We claim that height Q = (n - 1) in R. As Q $ f, Q + I# R, it follows 
that Q is not a maximal ideal of R and hence height Q < (n - 1). Let, if 
possible, height Q = n - t such that n - t < n - 1. Then dimension of R/Q = 
t > 2. Let M be a maximal ideal of R containing Q + I. Then height 
(M,Q)= t in R/Q. Now (I+ Q)/Q is a nonzero ideal of R/Q. Since any 
nonzero element of a Noetherian domain can belong to only a finite num- 
ber of height one prime ideals and any height two prime ideal of a 
Noetherian ring contains an infinite number of height one prime ideals [ 10, 
Theorem 1441 there exists a nonzero prime ideal H/Q of R/Q such that 
H;QcAqI’Q and H/Q ;f! (I+ Q)/Q. Hence H 2 I. Now Qc HcM is a 
chain of prime ideals in R and by Lemma 2.4, P = Q A (K + I) c 
HA (K + I) c A4 n (K+ I) = I, a contradiction to the hypothesis that height 
(l/P) = 1 in (K+ Z)/P. Thus height Q = (n - 1) in R. 
Let (O)cQ,c ... c Q,, _ , = Q c M be a chain of prime ideals in R. By 
Lemma 2.4 it follows that 
(O)cQ,n(K+Z)c ... cQ,-,n(K+Z)=PcMn(K+Z)=Z 
is a strictly increasing chain of prime ideals in K + I and so 
(O)c(Q,n(K+I))[X]c ..~c(Q~-~~(K+I))[X]=P[X]~I[X] 
(1) 
is a strictly increasing chain of prime ideals in (K + I)[X]. Since dimension 
of (K+Z)[X]<(transcendence degree of (K+I)[X] over K)=n+ 1 and 
as I[X] is not a maximal ideal of (K+ 1)[X] from (1) it follows that 
height (I[X]!P[X]) = 1 in (K+ I)[X]/P[X]. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Assume that S is a strong S-ring. Since 
D v S/f, it follows that D is a strong S-ring. 
We first show that K is algebraic over D. Let, if possible, o! E K be trans- 
cendental over D. By Lemma 3.1(i), any chain of prime ideals P, c ... c P, 
in S with P, & I can be lifted to a chain of prime ideals Q, c .. . c Q, in R 
and since the dimension of R = n < XI, it follows that we can find a prime 
ideal P c I such that height (J/P) = 1 in SIP. As P 2 I there exists 
Q E Spec(R) such that Q n S= P. We have the obvious inclusion 
S/P 4 R/Q and we shall identify S/P with its image in R/Q. If 9’ E S we 
shall denote by 9 its image in S/P and if J’E R we shall denote by y its 
image in R/Q. 
Let X be an indeterminate over SIP. We assert that (I/P)[X] is a prime 
ideal of (S/P)[X] of height > 1. Let g be the S/P homomorphism from 
(S/P)[X] to (S/P)[fi] defined by g(X)=5 Choose aeZ\P. Now 
g(GX-- ?G) = 0 and r5X-- Ei is nonzero in (S/P)[X]. Therefore ker g is 
nonzero. We claim that ker g c (l/P)[X]. Let So + S, X+ . . . + S,,Xh E 
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ker g. Then s0 + s,r + ... + sh!xh EQ. Write s, = d, + uj for j= 0, . . . . h for 
some d, E D and aj E I. Thus 
(d,,+a,)+(d,+a,)x+ ... +(dh+ah)UhEQ (i) 
Note that Q + I& M for some maximal ideal M of R (observe that we have 
already come across a proof of this assertion in Lemma 3.2). From (i) it 
follows that d,, + d, r + . . + dhrh E M n K = (0). Since by assumption, CI is 
transcendental over D, d, = 0 for j= 0, . . . . h. This shows that 
sO+S,X+ ... +shXh~(Z/P)[X]. Further, GE(Z/P)[X] and g(a) is non- 
zero. Thus ker g c (Z!P)[X]. As we already know that ker g is nonzero, it 
follows that height (([/P)[X])> 1 in (S/P)[X], contradicting the 
hypothesis that S is a strong S-ring. Hence we conclude that K is algebraic 
over D. 
Conversely, assume that D is a strong S-ring and that K is algebraic over 
D. Let X be an indeterminate over S. Let P, c Pz be adjacent prime ideals 
in S. We show that the prime ideals P, [X] c Pz[X] are adjacent in 
S[X]. There are three cases to be considered. 
Case(i). Z~P,.ThenP~=(P~nD)+Zfori=l,2.Itiseasytoseethat 
the prime ideals P, n D c PI n D are adjacent in D. Hence the prime ideals 
(P,nD)[X]c(P,nD)[X] are adjacent in D[X]. Now Pi[X]= 
(PinD)[X]+Z[X] for i= 1,2. If HESpecES[X] is such that 
(P,nD)[X]+Z[X]cHc(P,nD)[X]+Z[X] then H=(HnD[X])+ 
Z[X] and (P,n D)[X] c HnD[X] c (P,nD)[X], contradicting the fact 
that (P,nD)[X]c(PznD)[X] are adjacent in D[X]. So P,[X]c 
Pz[X] are adjacent in S[X]. 
Case (ii). Pz 2 I. By Lemma 3.l(ii), there exist prime ideals Q,, Qz in 
R such that Q, c Q2 are adjacent and Qin S= Pi (for i= 1,2). Since R is 
Noetherian, R is a strong S-ring and so Q, [X] c Q2 [X] are adjacent in 
R[X]. Now Qj[X]nS[X]= Pi[X] (for i= 1,2). By Lemma3.l(i), it 
follows that P, [X] c P2 [X] are adjacent prime ideals of .S[X]. 
Case (iii). P, $ Z but P, 2 I. We first prove P, = I. Now P, = 
(Pz n D) + Z. Let F denote the quotient field of D. Let T= D\(O). Since 
P, $ Z, P, n D = (0). Hence Tp'P, E Spec(F+ I) and Tp'P, n S= P,. It is 
easytoseethatT-‘P,+Z#F+Z.ZisamaximalidealofF+ZandP,~Z, 
T-'P,cZ. So P, = Tp'P,nScZ~P, and since height (P,/P,)= 1 in 
S/P, it follows that P, = I. 
We want to show that height (Z[X]/P, [Xl) = 1 in S[X]/P, [A']. Note 
that height (Z/T-'P,)= 1 in (F+Z)/T-'P,. We first verify that height 
(Z[X]/T-'P,[X])= 1 in (F+Z)[X]/(T-'P,)[X]. As T-'P, 2 Z, by 
Lemma 2.4 there exists a unique Q, E Spec( K + I) such that 
Q, n (K + I) = T-'P,. It can be easily seen that Q, c Z and since height 
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(Z/T-‘P,)= 1 in (F+Z),/T-‘P,, by Lemma 2.4 it follows that height 
(Z/Q,) = 1 in (K+ Z)/Q,. By Lemma 3.2 the prime ideals Q, [X] c Z[X] 
are adjacent in (K+ Z)[X]. By hypothesis K is algebraic over D and so 
(K+Z)[X] is an integral extension of (F+Z)[X]. If there exists 
NE Spec((F+ Z)[X]) such that (T-‘P,)[X] c Nc Z[X] then by the 
“going up” theorem for integral extensions there exists a chain of prime 
ideals Q,[X]cQ’cQ” of (K+Z)[X] such that Q’n(F+Z)[X]=Nand 
Q”n (F+ Z)[X] = Z[X]. Now Q”, Z[X] are prime ideals of (K+ Z)[X] 
such that Q”?Z[X] and both of them lie over Z[X] in (F+Z)[X]. So 
Q” = Z[X] and chain of prime ideals Q, [X] c Q’ c Z[X] will contradict 
the fact that height (Z[X]/Q, [Xl)= 1 in (K+Z)[X]/Q,[X]. Hence we 
conclude that height (Z[X]/~~‘P, [Xl) = 1 in (F+ Z)[X]l(~~‘P,)[X]. If 
there exists a prime ideal U of S[X] such that P, [X] c U c Z[X] then 
(T-‘P,)[X] c T-‘U cZ[X] is a chain of prime ideals in (F+Z)[X]. 
Hence we conclude that P, [X] c Z[X] are adjacent in S[X]. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
4. N-RINGS OF THE TYPE S = D + Z 
A ring T is said to be an N-ring if for every ideal A of T there is a 
Noetherian ring N containing T from which A is contracted, that is, for 
which ANn T= A [S]. We shall prove that S is an N-ring if and only if S 
is Noetherian. We first mention some of the known results about N-rings 
which we are going to use in future. N-rings are closed under 
homomorphic images [S, Corollary 2.31. If T is an N-ring then T is 
strongly Laskerian [8, Proposition 2.141. 
Recall from [9] that a ring T is said to have ACC on colons if every 
homomorphic image of T satisfies ACC on annihilator ideals. A ring T is 
an N-ring if and only if it has ACC on colons [9, Theorem 2.31. Let T be a 
ring and be of dimension zero. Then T has ACC on colons if and only if T 
has an ideal B for which B2 = (0) and T/B is Noetherian [9, Lemma 2.21. 
First we prove the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T be an affine domain over a field K and dimension of 
T = 2. Let A = n:=, Qi where Qi is a P,-primary ideal of T for each 
i= 1 , .,., h and each Pi (i = 1, ..,, h) is of height one in T. Then E = K + A is 
not an N-ring. 
Proof: From Proposition 1.1, it follows that E is non-Noetherian. As T 
is a finitely generated ring over K and E 1 K, by Eakin’s theorem [6, 
Theorem 21, T cannot be integral over E. Let t E T be such that I is not 
integral over E. 
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Let, if possible, E be an N-ring. Now there exists a positive integer M 
such that Qi 2 Py for i = 1, . . . . h. Then E’ = E/r):=, Pf” + ’ is a quasilocal 
ring with unique maximal ideal A’= A/r)!=, Pf”‘+’ and dimension of 
E’ = 0. Since E is assumed to be an N-ring, so is E’ and hence there exists 
an ideal B’ = B/n:=, Pp- ’ of E’ such that 
(i) 
and 
E’ E K+ A is Noetherian. -z-z- 
B’ B B 
(ii) 
Note that B’ c A’. Thus n:=, PF + L G BT c A and so by taking radicals in 
T, it follows that n:=, P,E,/%?E~/>= nf=, Pi. Hence \fi= nf=, Pi. 
We can express BT as BT= q, n . . n q,, n C where q, is Pi-primary ideal 
of T for i = 1, . ..’ h and C is either equal to T or equal to the intersection of 
a finite number of primary ideals of T which are associated to maximal 
ideals of T. We claim that q, c Q, (for i = 1, . . . . h). Fix i = 1. Let 1: E q, . As 
P, 2 nf=,qinC, choose ZEn;=,q,nC\P,. Then yZEn4=1q,nC= 
BT E A = n:=, Q,. So +rZ E Q I. As Z 4 P, and Q , is a P,-primary ideal of T, 
JEQ,. Thus q, is contained in Q,. If Q,=q, then BT= 
Q, n q2 n n q,, n C. Since T is a Noetherian domain, Pf” G P\2n’+ ‘I 
(where P12”‘+‘! is the (2m + 1)th symbolic power of P,). 
Choose W E Pf” ::. P(12n’ ^’ ). Let ZE nf=,q,n C\P,. We have Qiz Pf”. 
Hence W= W,, U;, + . . + W,, WzJ for some W,, , . . . . WLr, W,, , . . . . 
W,,EQ,. Now WZ2=(W,,W:,+ .‘. + w,,w~5)z2=(w,Iz)(w~~z)+ 
... +(W,,Z)(Wz,,Z)~(Q,nq2n .q,,nC)‘=(BT)‘zn:=, Pfm+* (from 
(i)). Hence it follows that WZ2 E PIzr”+ I). But W$ P\z”‘+l’ and Z# P,, a 
contradiction since Pc2”’ + ” . IS a P,-primary ideal of T. Hence we conclude 
that q, c Q,. A similar argument will show that qic Q, for i = 2, . . . . h. By 
[lo, Theorem811, Q, GL~,uP,...uP,. Let Z,EQ,\(~,UP~...UP,). 
Similarly, choose Z, E Qi::(qi u iJf= ,.,+; P,) for i = 2, . . . . h. Let u = 
Z,Z,...Z,. Then uEn:=,Q,=A. Now BEBTcr)h=lqi~n~=,Qi=A. 
Hence nf=, q, is an ideal of E and Br nf= I q,. So Ein!=, qi is a homo- 
morphic image of E/B and hence from (ii) it follows that E/n:=, qi is 
Noetherian. For an element XE E = K + A, let 1 denote the residue class of - 
X modulo nf=, qi. Now the ideal (U, z, . . . . utSI ...) is finitely generated in 
E:‘n)p=, qi (where t is chosen in the begin&g of the proof of this Lemma 
and u = Z, Zz. . . Z,). Hence for some s, ut” + ’ = 5,z + . . . + 2,; for some 
co, e,, . . . . e, E E. This implies that u( tS + ’ - e, ts -. . - so) E nf=, q,. Since 
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Zj E Qi\,(qi u IJ;= ,, jz i I’,) and qi is a P,-primary ideal of T for i = 1, . . . . h, it 
follows that (tS+ ’ - e,ts -. . . - s,,) E nfi= 1 Pi. As Qi 2 PT for i = 1, . . . . /I, 
(t r+l - e,f -. . . - So)“’ E n:= , Qi = A. This will imply that t is integral 
over E, in contradiction to the choice of t. Hence E is not an N-ring. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S= D + I in the usual notation. Then S is an N-ring if 
and on111 if S is Noetherian. 
Proof: Let S be an N-ring. By [S, Proposition 2.141 and 
Proposition 2.3 it follows that D is a field. Note that SG K + I and hence 
[S, Example 3.161 would force K to be a finite extension of D. We claim 
that height I= n in R. This is clear if n = 1. So, we suppose hereafter that 
n 3 2. Let, if possible, height I= n - r in R for some r 2 1. Let I G P c M be 
a chain of ideals where A4 is a maximal ideal of R and PE Spec(R), height 
P = (n - 1). By standard arguments, there exists Q E Spec(R), Q c P such 
that height Q = (n- 2) in R and I @ Q. We pass to the affrne domain 
R’ = R/Q and the ideal I’ = (I+ Q)/Q. Note that dimension of R’ = 2 and 
height R.I’ = 1. 
K + I is a finite integral extension ring of the N-ring S and so it is also an 
N-ring [9, Corollary 2.41. K+ I’ is a homomorphic image of K+ I and 
henceK+risalsoanN-ring.LetI’=q,n...nq,nqq,+,n...nq,.,be 
an irredundant primary decomposition of I’ in R’ where qi is a Pi-primary 
ideal of R’ for i = 1, . . . . h + k such that Pi (i= 1, . . . . h) are prime ideals of 
height one in R’ and P, + , , . . . . P, fk are maximal ideals of R’. Set A = 
flF= I qi and E = K + A. We claim that E = K + A is a finite integral exten- 
sion of K + I’. Now RI/P, (for j= h + 1, . . . . h + k) are algebraic over K and 
hence it follows that RI/q, (for j = h + 1, . . . . h + k) are algebraic over K and 
so R’lq, (for j = h + 1, . . . . h + k) are finite dimensional vector spaces over K. 
Hence E/q,, + , A E, . . . . E/q,, + k n E are also finite dimensional vector spaces 
over K. 
Consider the commutative square of rings 
K+I’ i, K+A E -- -=- 
s I’ s 
E K -%-x E E 
R’=,qi qh+lnEX .” ‘qh+cE 
where 
i,(y+T)=y+r for any y+I’g(K+r)/I’, 
j,( y + I’) = z if y = a + a’ for some c1 E K and a’ E I’, 
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i,(e+T)=(e+ nfi=, 4,. e+q,+,nE,...,e+q,+,nE) for any e+ 
I'EE!I', 
jz(~)=(~+r))=,qi,r+qh+,nE,...,r+qhcKnE) for any aeK. 
It is easy to verify that i2 is a monomorphism and j, is an isomorphism 
and iz( E/I') is a f.g. module over j?(K). From these facts one can easily 
verify that E/Z' is a f.g. (K f I’)/I’ module. Hence it follows that E is a f.g. 
K + I’ module and so E = K + A is a finite integral extension of the N-ring 
K + I’. Hence E is also an N-ring. But this will contradict Lemma 4.1. So 
we conclude the height I= n in R. Thus if S is an N-ring then we have seen 
that D must be a field, the degree of K over D must be finite, and height 
I= n in R. Hence from Proposition 1.1, it follows that S is Noetherian. 
Conversely if S is Noetherian then S is clearly an N-ring. 
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